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After Omi beheaded Ning Baojun, he immediately took away Ning Baojun’s storage ring and
disappeared.

Omi arrived at the One Heavy Sea Teleportation Formation, and Mu Qianzhi soon arrived.

“Qianji, we can now enter the Four Seas.”

“Mm.”Mu Qianji didn’t ask Omi about the beheading of Ning Baojun anymore, after all, she was also
there to see it.

Omi was destined to leave a thousand years of fame in the First Sea, after all, it was almost impossible
for anyone to kill an Exaltation Stage powerhouse in the First Sea.

Not long after, Omi arrived at the Teleportation Hall of the Four Heavy Seas.

Omi used Yun De’s identity token and swiped it, then walked out of the main hall and gave Mu Qianji a
temporary card at the entrance of the main hall.

Omi and Mu Qianji stayed temporarily at an inn in the Four Seas.

In the inn room, Omi took out all the magic tools and storage rings he had harvested this time.

After some inventory, Mu Qianji tallied up the results.

“A total of 33 primary lower grade magic artifacts, 2 primary upper grade magic artifacts, and 2
intermediate lower grade magic artifacts were seized.Among them, the middle lower grade magic
weapon, Chain Man, has been sacrificed by you as a middle upper grade, and the other middle lower
grade flying sword of Ning Baojun has also been sacrificed by you as a middle upper grade.”Omi
nodded, it was the exact flying sword that was to be auctioned off. The first website m.kanshu8.net

“Where are the spirit stones?”Omi asked.

“In total, over 300 fifth grade spirit stones were seized, and over 30,000 fourth grade spirit stones.In
addition, there were also some spirit grasses, spirit talismans, jade slips, and a few bundles of
formation scrolls, but they were all relatively low-grade, and these items should be able to be
auctioned off for a few hundred or a thousand fifth-grade spirit stones as well.”

Omi sighed, “Other than those two mid-grade magic tools, the rest are just fluff.”

“Oh, it’s good to have them, hairy rain is also rain, these fifth grade spirit stones are very little for us,
but for even weaker, they are incomparably precious.”

Omi nodded, “I’m still looking forward to the auction of that middle-grade superior flying sword,
hopefully there will be more sixth-grade spirit stones to auction.”

Mu Qianji nodded silently as well.



“Let’s go, let’s go have a meal and then go to the auction site and ask when our flying sword can be
auctioned.”

“Good.”

Omi and Mu Qianji arrived at the inn’s restaurant, preparing to have a meal, of course, they had
already changed their faces, this was for unnecessary trouble, the disguise was exactly the same as the
last ‘Cousin Omi’.

As Omi was eating, he heard the people at the inn discussing about Yi Chonghai, Omi’s beheading of
Ning Baojun.

Omi was secretly surprised, not expecting that in less than half a day’s time, this matter had spread
back to the Four Heavy Seas.

Since so many people were talking about it at the restaurant, that meant that the Ning Family had also
gotten the news.

Right now, in the Ning Family, a certain large hall.

Right now, at the entrance of this great hall, there was a group of Ning Family sons and daughters
surrounded inside and outside three layers.

Inside the great hall, the other six other out-of-body stage powerhouses of the Ning Family, as well as
many YuanYing level powerhouses, were all sitting quietly in the great hall.

None of them were the first to speak.

The entire palace, the atmosphere seemed extremely tense.

In the end, the strongest person in the Ning family, an old man of the seventh stage of the Exaltation,
spoke, this old man looked very old, at least eight to nine hundred years old, the lifespan of an
immortal cultivator was around a thousand years, but the number of those who could truly live to a
thousand years was by no means large, because before you were old, you could become another

Human stepping stones that died.In such a cruel world of immortal cultivation, not many people could
live to a ripe old age, and those who could must have strength, or connections, and a background.

That old man of the seventh stage out of the box said with an angry face, “I’m sure everyone already
knows that One Heavy Sea, a man named Omi, killed an entire 36 members of our family.”

“Old Ancestor.”In the main hall, all the YuanYing and above, as well as those few out-of-body stage
powerhouses, their eyes filled with anger, looked at their ancestor.

“This person, killing so many of our Ning Clan’s strongmen, must not be spared.”That old man of the
seventh stage of the out-of-body stage said.

“Old ancestor, but since he was able to kill Ning Baojun, it means that he is not weak, our family, the
ones stronger than Ning Baojun, including you, are only five.”

“Phew.”That old ghost exhaled deeply and said, “Third, fourth, fifth, you three, immediately go to the
One Heavy Sea, make sure to find Omi, when you find him, send someone to inform me, I will come
together to kill Omi.”



“Yes, Old Ancestor.”

“Old Ancestor, why don’t you come with us?”

“In a few days, at Yu’s auction house, there will be a middle-grade upper-grade magic weapon
auctioned off, and I want to take it down.As you know, in our family, there are only seven intermediate
lower grade magic artifacts; there is even only one intermediate upper grade magic artifact.And the
seven intermediate lower grade magic artifacts, now two of them were taken away by that Omi, so we
must take that auctioned magic artifact intermediate upper grade magic artifact, our family has lost
two out of the box, if we can take this intermediate upper grade magic artifact, we can also make up
for our family’s loss beforehand.”

“Damn it, Ning Baojun’s Intermediate Lower Grade Flying Sword, as well as the Ning and the Heavenly
Sockets, were all taken away by that trash Omi.”Everyone in the main hall was very distressed.

In the entire Ning family, there was only one intermediate upper grade magic weapon that only the
old ancestor had.

There were originally seven middle-grade lower-grade magic weapons, but now only five remained.

Someone was auctioning off a middle-ranked upper-ranked magic weapon, no wonder Old Ancestor
wanted to stay, indeed, taking that middle-ranked upper-ranked magic weapon was more important
than going to kill Omi.

“How could someone rank a middle-grade superior magic weapon.”One person said.

“Perhaps a fool, in the Four Seas, no matter which family, there are never too many intermediate
grade magic weapons, and yet there are people who take them to auction.”

The old ancestor drank, “Alright, now that our family is in great mourning, you should reflect on this
instead of discussing which fool sold off the intermediate grade magic artifacts.”

“Yes, Old Ancestor.”

“The others disperse, Old Three and Four, you stay behind.”

Everyone left the main hall, leaving only three out of the box, the sixth out of the box stage, and the
fifth stage.

That old man of the seventh stage of the Exaltation said, “You guys, this time, go to the One Heavy
Sea, you must be careful, that Omi can kill Old Eight and Old Nine, he must have some means.”

“Yes, Old Ancestor, don’t worry, we definitely will.”

“Right, our Ning family can’t afford to be tossed around anymore.”

“Alright, you guys go, don’t make a sound, go in silence.”

“Yes.”Those three Exaltation Stages immediately left the Ning Family and prepared to head to the
One Heavy Sea to find Omi.

But where did they know that Omi had already arrived at the Four Seas, and what they didn’t know
even more was that which fool they were talking about who was selling mid-grade magic tools was
Omi.



What was even less known was that the intermediate superior magic weapon Omi was selling was the
same intermediate inferior magic weapon that had been sacrificed to Ning Baojun.
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